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VALLEY & DOWNS
5.6m 3 hrs easy

please follow the countryside code

VALLEY & DOWNS
DIRECTIONS
(ROUTE RUNS CLOCKWISE)

6

FP - Footpath
TR - Turn right
KG - Kissing gate TL - Turn left

Go straight on, passing through a small gate
and then a succession of three double wooden
gates to reach Shuttlesfield Farm yard.Take the
signposted Bridleway straight ahead through a
large metal gate and then a wooden gate to
walk downhill through trees to the next gate.
Follow the path through fields going through
two more gates. TL where the Bridleway
meets the EVW. At the road TL to retrace
your steps to the start point.

Cross the main road from Lyminge Library car
park, TR to walk along the pavement. TR and
cross road into North Lyminge Lane to the
right of shop following the Elham Valley Way
(EVW) sign. Continue straight on through a
small metal gate crossing fields and climb up
steps leading to the road.TR and in 40m TL to
follow the EVW signpost with Bridge House
on right Cross a road and walk straight on to
the next road. Cross road and through KG
and immediately bear right diagonally uphill to
a KG in the hedge, cross a field and into a
band of woodland, over a stile, into field and
steeply diagonally uphill to a large metal gate.
Follow the now enclosed track to the road,
TR.
At the next road junction take the FP opposite
over a stile crossing two fields via a second stile
to Mill Down (viewpoint of the two villages,
Elham and Lyminge). Cross the track. over a
stile to the road. Go straight over the road
and continue to the next junction (approx one
mile). TR and walk past Shuttlesfield Barn on
your right. TR to leave road at road junction
opposite Tan Barn, through a large metal gate
onto a Bridleway.
•

We hope you have enjoyed your walk. We
endeavour to maintain our rights of way –
if you have encountered any problems or
errors in the route we would be pleased
to hear from you.
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